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Abstract 
This document describes how to run ELLPACK jobs and to 
obtain copies of ELLPACK source programs on Purdue's CDC 
computer system. In most cases, only one control card is 
required to perform each of these tasks. In addition, 
several options allowing the testing of new ELLPACK modules 
or the temporary modification of old ones are available. 
ELLPACK, a research too I for partial differential 




The batch control card used to run ELLPACK programs is 
XEQ(ELLPACK,ID=CIB.optional parameters) 
where "optional parameters" is a list of items selected from 
any of the sets below. (The XEQ processor is a control card 
macro processor. It expands the control card macro in the 
file named ELLPACK saved under user id CIB. See [3]). In 
what follows we assume that the reader is familiar with the 
description of the sequence of events in the execution of 
ELLPACK programs given in the ELLPACK User's Guides [1.2]. 
Parameter Set A : Running ELLPACK Programs 
I-file => the user's ELLPACK input program is on the 
given local file (defauIt=INPUT) 
L-file => place listing of ELLPACK control program 
(the FORTRAN main program generated by the 
Preprocessor) on the specified local file 
(default=OUTPUT) 
EFL=n => use n (octal) words of core in compiling 
the ELLPACK control program (default=55000) 
PLOT => cause any plotting done by ELLPACK to be 
routed to the Versatec electrostatic 
printer. This must be specified if plotting 
output is desired. 
Parameter Set B Modifying the Preprocessor 
PM=file => the specified local file contains Modify 
directives to be applied to Preprocessor 
routines before execution (see [5]) 
PFL--n => use n (octal) words of core in compiling 
the modified Preprocessor routines 
(default=5B000) 
PL=file => place compilation listing of modified 
Preprocessor routine on the specified 
local file 
E-n => set the MNF compiler message level to n 
during a 11 compi1ations done in this run 
(see [4]) 
XR=n => set the MNF compiler cross reference table 
level to n during all compilations in this 
run (see [4]) 
PB=file => load the binary decks (object modules) in 
the specified file along with the 
Preprocessor 
(the Tile should contain compiled versions 
of modified Preprocessor routines) 
PMAP => generate a load map for the Preprocessor 
execution 
NOLOAD => must be specified if a change is being made 
to the Preprocessor main program 
Parameter Set C Modifying the Modules 













the specified local file contains FORTRAN 
subprograms to be compiled and executed 
along with the modules 
(If routines in 'file' are a 1 so in thr> 
ELLPACK library, the routines in 'file' 
are used) 
the specified local file contains Modify 
directives to be app1ied to ELLPACK 
modules routines before execution 
(see set A) 
place the compilation listing of all added 
or modified ELLPACK module routines on the 
specified local file 
(see set B) 
(see set B) 
load the binary decks (object modules) in 
the specified file along with the ELLPACK 
modules (The file should contain compiled 
versions of modified module routines), 
generate load map for module execution 
Parameter Set D Others 
NODAY => supress 1isting of dayfi1e (contro1 cards) 
NOLIST ~> supress all output except listing of 
control program and output of modules 
If moire than one of the files specified on the XEQ card 
is INPUT, then these records should appear in the input 
stream in the order PM, PB, I, EM, N. EB. The following 
files are rewound and used as scratch files: HEADER, ASSIGN, 
MODSEQ, PNCH, LGO, DATA, FORT. ELLPGM, ELLGO, PLOT, COMPILE, 
SAVE. In addition, the fo11 owing permanent file names 




1 . XEQ(ELLPACK,ID=CIB) 
This card simply executes the ELLPACK program on the 
INPUT file. 
XEQ(ELLPACK,ID=CIB,I=EXAMPL.MAP,PLOT,EFL=65000) 
This card executes the ELLPACK program in the local file 
EXAMPL. The ELLPACK control program generated by the 
Preprocessor is compiled with a field length of 65000 
(octal) words (this is required, for instance, when 
usoi—specified routines are very Jong). A Ioad map is 
generated before execution and p1otting output is routed 
to the electrostatic printer. 
3. XEQ(ELLPACK,ID=CIB,PM=INPUT,N0L0AD.PFL=6000,PL=0) 
7/8/9 (end of record) 
*DECK,PPMAIN 
... modifications ... 
*DECK,PPOUTP 
... modifications .., 
7/8/9 (end of record) 
* ELLPACK INPUT PROGRAM 
OUTPUT. PLOT-ERROR 
END. 
6/7/8/9 (end of file) 
This control card sequence applies modifications to the 
Preprocessor decks PPMAIN and PPOUTP, compiles them with 
a field length of 60000 (octal) words (the compilation 
listing is supressed) and then runs the ELLPACK program 
on INPUT file. N0L0AD is specified since the 
Preprocessor routine PPMAIN is modified. 
4. XEQ(ELLPACK,ID=CIB,I=PR0B,N=STAR,N0LIST,MAP) 
Thi s card causes the ELLPACK program on the 1ocal file 
PROB to be processed by the Preprocessor and then the 
FORTRAN routines in the local file STAR are compiled 
a 1ong with the generated ELLPACK contro 1 program. This 
would be useful, for instance, if a new version of the 
five point star module (with the same calling sequence 
as the current one) were being tested. No compilation 
listing would bo produced, although a load map would be. 
A 
XEQ GETELL 
This section describes how to easi1y obtain copies of 
ELLPACK source programs on the Purdue CDC system. Only one 
batch control card is needed to do this; it is 
XEQ(GETELL,ID=CIB.parameters) 
where one or more of the parameters from the list below may 
appear. (The XEQ processor executes the control card macro 














=> get Preprocessor 
=> get domain processor 
=> get Purdue modules 
=> get Purdue modules (ELLPACK 78) 
=> get Yale modules 
=> get Texas modules (including ITPACK) 
=> get LINPACK modules 
=> get Randy Bank's modules 
=> get Granville Sewell's modules 
=> get ELLPACK 77 output modules 
=> get ELLPACK 78 output modules 
=> get modules put on compile file by the 
Modify directives on the given file. 
See [5] for a description of Modify 
and Appendix 3 of this document for 
a description of Modify deck names. 
The fo11 owing two parameters al1ow 1istings of the 
obtained routines to be easily generated. Note that 
1 isting or compiling 1arge co11ections of modules, e. g. 
PURDUE or TEXAS, may require large amounts of tracks, 1/ 
0 units and pages of output. 
LIST => produce a source listing of the obtained 
routines 
COMPILE => produce a compilation listing of the 
obtained routines. 
the parameter CFL=xxxxx gives the field 
1ength for the compi1ation. default is 55000. 
After the XEQ procedure has been executed the local file 





This card produces a source listing of all output modules in 
ELLPACK 77. 
2. XEQ(GETELL,ID=CIB.DOMAIN,COMPILE,CFL=65000) 
This card produces a compilation listing of the ELLPACK 
domain processor. A field length of 65000 (octal) words is 
used for the compilation. 
3. XEQ(GETELL,ID=CIB,I=INPUT) 
PFILES,PUT,STRCOPY,X=C0DE. 
7/3/9 (end of record) 
*EDIT,STAR5 
6/7/8/9 (end of file) 
This sequence of control cards saves a copy of the ELLPACK 
module routine STAR5 in the users PFILE file STRCOPY. 
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Appendix 1 : The ELLPACK Macro 

















































Rl-'L , TEFL=55000. 













' IFEQ,t MORE,YES,3 
REWIND,ELLPGM. 
Rl-'L. tEFL=55000 . 














Tf.'MSG , NA . ELLPACK-EXECUT I ON-FAILED 3 
-HMD. 
PROCEED. 
Appendix. 2 : The GETELL Macro 



















































PKILES , GET , 03NAME , ID^CIB. 












Appendix. 3 : Modify Deck Names 
The ELLPACK Modify source library is made up of "decks", 
each deck containing one FORTRAN routine (with a few 
exceptions). Each Modify deck name is the same as the name 
of the FORTRAN subprogram that it contains. Thus, Tor 
example, the Modify deck STAR5 contains the FORTRAN 
subroutine STARS. There are two exceptions r 
1• The Preprocessor 
The Preprocessor deck names each have the prefix PP 
followed by the first four characters of the FORTRAN 
subprogram contained in the deck. The Preprocessor main 
program is contained in the deck PPMAIN and the 
Preprocessor's block data subprogram is in the deck 
PPDATA. The Preprocessor decks are: PPAXRI. PPBCRI. 
PPBOUN, PPBREA, PPCLOS, PPDISC, PPDOMA, PPDPLI. PPEQUA 
PPFORT, PPGRID, PPHEAD, PPHOLE, PPINDE, PPINTP, PPINTV, 
PPKEYB, PPKEYM, PPKEY2, PPMAIN, PPMATC, PPMIXB, PPMODN, 
PPOPTI, PPOUTP, PPPARA, PPREAD, PPRECB, PPSEGN, PPSEQU. 
PPSOLIF. 
2. The Domain Processor 
All deck names in the domain processor have the prefix 
DM- Several FORTRAN subprograms are contained in each 
deck. The deck names are: DMBWAL, DMCHAN, DMFILL, 
DMMAIN, DMNEIG. 
On the following pages is a list of all subprograms in 
the March 1979 version of ELLPACK organized by modules. 
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IE. S-POINT STAR 
S7AS9 


































4. YALE RCM 
RCHDRU 
5. TEST INDEXING 
TESTIN 




« — SOLUTION 
MODULES 
1. BAND SOLUE 
BNDSDL 
2. YALE ENUELOPE 
ENUDRU 
3. JACOltl CG 
JCG 
t'i:nnuT 
I I ICK ITJCG CHGCON 
EfGUAL 1)E rEPM ITLPN 
PAf7L"0N 'JIWT SPni'Y 
SOMI'Y 
SUM:I TSISTC mifiT ITOCK SCAL 
EiPinr 
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I t r s h g 
CHGCC1N 
EIGUAL 
DETERM I TERM 
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13. SYMMETRIC BAND 
SYMBND 









































TABLE OF l! A LUES 
TABLER 
TABLE OF UALUES 
TABL?B 
PLOT THE DOMAIN 
DDI'PLT 
AXIS 
BCOORD HilTr i.inz 
SDH E 
GS'iiEOL 























9. THE ERROR 
ERR078 
10. PLOT THE REGION 





















II. THE COMPUTED SOLUTION 
S0LU73 
15. THE TRUE SOLUM ON 
TRUEtr 
1 KLIU 
IK. THE TRUE SOLUM ON 
TRU£?P 






























i. FOR Bnnu sciLur 
BNHSTP 
iwimui 








SI 'S IJ 
sosr.J 
DFAIJLT 
3. FOR LINI'ACK lintin 
LB05TR IiriNIIIII 
1. FOR UrviCK VPD HANIl 
LSi;ri:.r iiriMinii 
A 3 - 1 
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